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lntroduction

Effectiue Acad,emic Writing is a three-book series intended to usher students into

the world of academic writing. The goal of the series is to provide students and their

teachers with a practical and efficient approach to learning the skilis, strategies, and

knowledge that are necessary for succeeding in content coursework. A parallel goal

is to provide opportunities for students to explore their opinions, discuss their ideas,

and share their experiences through written communication. By guiding budding

writers through the experience of composing various types of paragraphs and short

papers, we hope to provide students with the tools and the confidence necessary for

college success.

The Paragraph
Book I of Effectiue Academic Writing, Tbe Paragraph, introduces students at the

high-beginning to low-intermediate level to the academic paragraph. The first unit

provides a review of sentence structure and an introduction to developing and

formattin g an academic paragraph. Each of the following five units then addresses

a particular rhetorical mode and provides user-friendly guidance to mastering the

form. The book also offers numerous opportunities for practicing relevant grammat

points. All grammar presentations and practice are correlated to Grammar Sense 1.

Book 1 contains several features designed to support students in developing the

skills that they need for college writing:

. Each unit contains an authentic text to provide ideas and context for the

assignment.

o At strategic points in the unit, students read and analyze authentic student

paragraphs to see how other students have written on the same or similar topics.

. Each unit contains concise and effective language presentations designed to

develop students' understanding of rhetorical modes and to improve their

grammatical accuracy.

. Each unit offers useful writing outlines so that students can structure their writing

and internalize the practice.

. Each unit offers collaborative learning activities allowing students to work

together and share ideas.

. At relevant points in the unit, editing exercises and editing checklists are provided

so that students can refine their writing.

. Timed writing activities come at the close of each unit to prepare students for in-

class writing.
. A series of learner-friendly appendices are provided at the back of the book to

encourage student independence. A glossary of common grammffi terms for

student reference is included.
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Unit Organization
Each unit introduces a theme and a s-riting task and then guides the writer through

a five-part process of gathering ideas. organrzing an outline, drafting, revising, and

editing. As students write, they practice specific skills and put language knowledge

to work to produce a patagraph that follon-s academic conventions. The rhetorical

and language-related goals of the unit are identified on the opener page.

Part 1

Part 7 opens with an image to spark interest as students begin thinking about the

topic. This is followed by u short authentic text. Students answer questions about

the text that will help them connect the writer's ideas to their own knowledge and

experience. They then move on to a freewriting activiLy, an unstructured writing task

in which they can explore the topic without worrying about organization or gÍammar.

Part 2
In Part 2 students are introduced to a specific rhetorical mode. They begin by

brainstorming ideas and vocabulary that they will use to write their paragraph. They

then learn about rhetorical organizational features and read and analyze a student

parugraph. Finally, students produc e an outline for the paragraph they will write

lafer in the unit.

Part 3
In Part 3 students develop the ideas from their outline and produce a first draft. This

part opens with a second student paragtaph for students to analyze. As they answer

questions about the second student model, students review the organizational

features learned in Part 2. They are then introduced to specific, level-appropriate

language points that will help students shape and structure their writing. Students

now write their first draft and, using a peelreview checklist, check each other's

writing for organízation and clartty of ideas.

Part 4
In Part 4 students edit their writing and produce a final draft. This part focuses

on partictlar grammar trouble spots relevant to the theme and the rhetorical style

presented in the unit. Following the concise language presentation, students complete

practice exercises to help them develop their grammar skills and build confidence.

Students then move on to editing their os/n writing, and produ ce a final draft.

Part 5

The final part of the unit is titled "Putting It All Together." This is the summary of
the other parts of the unit. Through a series of skill exercises, students review the

points covered in Parts 7-4. They are then given the opportunity to write a timed

paragraph using a similar rhetorical focus, but on a different topic. Guidelines for

using their time efficiently arc suggested. This part also provides students with a

comprehensive checklist to review what they have written. The unit closes with
suggested tasks for future writing that can be used for more practice.

viii Introduction







































































































































































































Opinion Yaragraphs

Unit Goals

ffih*€mr&**# ffimcues

. opinion organization

. using reasons to support an opinion

Lmmga-emgm ffimcu*ru:

. using there is/tlcere are to introcluce

. using because of and because to give
facts

feasons



Stimulating ldéas

In an opinion paragraph, the writer expresses and supports an opinion
on a particular topic or issue. The writer must give reasons that help
persuade the reader to agree with him or her.

[xercíse 1 Thinking about the topic

Discuss the picture with a partnen

' Describe the picture. \Vhat kinds of natural beauty do you see?

' How might the naturai landscape affect the people who live here?
. vould you like ro live in a place like this? \rhy or why nor?

fxeÍtísé 2 Reading about the topic

The author of this essay explains what he thinks makes Seattle a special
place. Why does the author like Seattle so much?

100 lJnit 5: Opinion Paragraphs



I think of Seattle as having a gray-green heart. lt is a city shaped

by nature, a city of snow-covered mountains, sparkling glaciers,

and blue lakes. lt has been called "America's Most Dynamic City,"

the "No. 1 City of the Future," and "America's Athens" by three

major U.S. publications. But why has a town that is so far away

from the nation's major power centers attracted so much attention?
-lThe answers may lie in Seattle's youthful energy and its scenery.

Seattle began as a wild pioneer town, and its energy continues

in vigorous political activity and in the quiet creation of more

millionaires per capita than any other urban area in the United

States. Through six generations of gold seekers, lumberiacks,
teachers, fishermen, airplane builders, and software inventors, we

all share the feeling that living here is an adventure.

You would be hard-pressed to find a city as beautiful as

Seattle. The Olympics and Cascade Mountains, Mount Baker and

Mount Rainier, along with Lake Washington and Puget Sound, all

offer spectacular views, The Space Needle pokes up over Queen

Anne Hill, and the Lake Washington Ship Canal shimmers across

the narrow waist of the city. Because of this magnificent natural

landscape, people are both calm and yet energized as if they shared

a feeling that Seattle is a place of unlimited possibility.

Rogers, J. W. Seaft/e (Adapted). Porttand: Graphic Arts Center Publishing
Company, 2006.

glaciers: rivers of ice
pioneer: early settler in a natural area

pet capita: compared to the rest of
the poPulation

Exeriisd,3,, Understanding_!relg$

lumberjacks: workers who cut down trees

for wood
hard- pressed: challenged
poke up: to stand
shimrner: to shine with a soft light

Write T for true ot F for false for each statement.

1.

2.

The author lives in Seattle.

Seattle is a major power center in the world.

Seattle is a good place for people who have a sense of adventure.

Many Seattle residents are involved in politics.

There are beautiful views of mountains and water in Seattle.

)-)

4.

5.

Part 1 101



,Exé:rti$9,,4,1 Responding to the text

Write your answers to the questions in full sentences. Then discuss youf
answers with a patttten

1. \X/hat are some of the characteristics of the people of Seattle?

2. \7hat did you learn about the history of Seattle from this text?

3. What are some of the natural features of the Seattle area?

4. \ü7ould you like to visit this city? Why or why not?

Exercisb 5"" Freewritinq

Write for ten minutes on the topic below. Express yourself as well as
you can. Don't worry about making mistakes.

In "Cify with a Grey-Green Heatt," the author writes about a clty with natural beauty

and youthful energy. \flhat do you look for in a crty? Describe the features of a city

that would be perfect for you.

. \ü/hat practical conveniences does the city have? (".g., housing, jobs,

transportation?)
. How does it look or feel?

. \Vhat entertainment, sports, or opportunities for fun are there?

. learn about opinion organizatíon.

. brainstorm ideas and specific vocabulary to use in
your writing.

o create an outline for your opinion paragraph,

102 Unit 5: Opinion Paragraphs



J,Zlfr wnlrlruc rnsr
In this unit, you will write an opinion paragraph about a city or town
that you think provides a good quality of life.

Exortisb',l,,,' Brainstorming ideas

A. Review youf freewriting exercise. Then brainstorfir a list of three
places where you would like to live. Give two or three reasons for
each one.

ldeal places to live Reasons

2.

3.

Choose the place that you would like to write about. Add one or two
more reasons for why you would like to live there.

Paft 2 103



l:üx fi$i$e¡:[:j¡i Brainstorming vocabulary

A. With a partner, discuss the meaning of the phrases in each category
below. If you do not know a word, use your dictionary for help. Then
brainstorm additional words for each category.

Attractions Opportunities Cost of living People

temperate climate
beautiful scenery
interesting

architecture

low unemployment
excellent colleges
world-class

M USCU M5

inexpensive
resta u rants

convenient public
transportation

affordable housing

talented cooks
diverse

communities
colorf ul

personalities

B. Select words from the chart above, including the words you added,
and use them to write five sentences about the place you would like
to live. \

)an Francioco hao convenienÍ publíc lraneporlalion.

Rhetorical Focus

In an opinion paragraph, the writer presents an opinion and tries to
persuade readers that the opinion is a good one. The writer tries to

.I ::

. The topic ié*tan¿¿ inir:oducés the topic and státü;'ihe,*lírer's opinion
about the topic

Supporting Sentences
.'The,middle seniences g:ivé reasshs'thal srüpport the writer's opinion
. Writers often use facts, explanations, and personal experiences to support

104 lJnit 5: Opinion Paragraphs



Concluding Sentence
. The last sentence restates the writer's opinion in different words.
r lt also comments on the opinion in some way.'-"'- "-J'

. The concluding sentence sometimes summarizes the main reasons for the
writer's opinion.

Exeicisá3, Reading a student paragraph

Read the student paragraph. Why is Da Lat a paradise?

A Yietnamese Paradise
In Vietnam, the best place to spend a honeymoon is the beautiful

mountain city called Da Lat. For many reasons, this romantic city

has the perfect atmosphere for a new husband and wife to celebrate

their marriage and plan their future. First of all, the scenery provides

a beautiful setting for walking and talking. The climate is pleasant all

year round because it is high above the ocean. Sometimes fog comes

in and the city becomes mysterious and private. At other times, the sun

shines, and Da Lat is cheerful and lively. There are beautiful gardens

and lovely French colonial architecture. Young couples can walk along

the boulevards in the shade of tall pine trees. They can sit on benches

. in the flower parks and hold hands. In addition, Dal Lat is fashionable.

There are excellent hotels that have special rooms for honeymooners

with candles and beautiful decorations. Also, the streets are full of

activity, so the newlyweds can go out to one of the stylish restaurants

that are open until late at night. The lights are soft, and the music is

romantic. The newlyweds can eat delicious food, listen to music, and

meet other young couples in love. DaLat is the Vietnamese people's

first choice for a honeymoon because it has lovely natural scenery,

many romantic places to stay, and exciting things to do.
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A. Respond to the paragraph by answering the questions below in
full senteflces.

1. How is the climate in Da Lat?

2. \ü7hat activities can honeymooners enjoy inT)aLat?

3. \üíhat does the city look like?

4. tü(/hat can people do at night in Da Lat?

5. \üíould you like to have a honeymoon in Da Lat? ExpIain.

B. Examine the organization of the essay by answering the questions
below. Then compare your answers with a pattnet.

1. Underline the topic sentence. Vhich of the following statements best

describes the main idea of the parugraph? (Choose one.)

a. Da Lat is the perfect place to have a honeymoon.

b. Da Lat is a popular place to have a honeymoon.

c. Vietnam is a great place to live.

2. \7hich of the following reasons does the author use to support her opinion?
(Choose all that apply.)

a. the climate

b. the reasonable cost of food and hotels

c. the scenery and architecture

d. the niehtlife

e. the transportation

1 06 Unit 5: Opini on Paragraphs



3. Underline the concluding sentence twice. Which statement best describes the
concluding sentence? (Choose one.)

a. a description of how the climate of Da Lat is romantic

b. a suggestion that the reader have a honeymoon in Da Lat

c. a promise that T)a Lat will not disappoint the reader

d. a summary of the main reasons why Da Lat is a great place to have
a honeymoon

Review your brainstorming ideas and your freewriting exercise. Then
use the form below to write an outline for your paragraph. Remember
to write your outline in note form.

Topic Sentence

State the topic and your opinion about the topic.

Supporting Sentences
What are some reasons for your opinion? lnclude notes about some of the

following: attractions, opportunities, cost of living, and people.

Concluding Sentence
Restate your opinion and comment on it, or summ arize the main reasons.

. learn to use facts, explanations, and experiences to
support opinions.

o write a first draft of your opinion paragraph.
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Piffi ,ffias

irExefti$$:i"!¡r, Reading a student paragraph

Read the paragraph. why does the author want to move?

Get Me Out of Here
Although many people say there are great opportunities in a big

city, the life here is not good for me. First, people do not have enough

free time because they are too busy with work and appointments.

Parents and their children do not come home to eat lunch together.

Some employees go to work before the sun comes up and return

home after dark. Because of their schedules, families only spend time

together on the weekend. Second, driving is necessary. Everyone

must use a car to go to school or work or the store. I have to drive

my children to school, and after school we go to soccer practice or

to other activities. Because there is usually a lot of traffic, I have a

lot of anxiety. Third, the cost of living is very expensive. Like many

families, my family lives in an apartment because we cannot buy a

house here. Also, people must spend a lot of money for entertainment.

A visit to the aquarium costs twenty dollars for each ticket. In the

future, I hope that I can live in a small town with friendly people. I

want a house, a garden and a peaceful life. Maybe if I am lucky, my

dream will come true, and I will move to a small town.

::.,fr,Ner i$: :,2:::' Examining the paragraph

A. Respond to the paragraph by answering the questions in
full sentences.

1. \ülhat is the author's opinion of city life?

108 unit 5: Opinion Paragraphs



2. Vhat three main reasons does the author give to support her opinion?

3. \Vhat are some things that the author must do that she does not like to do?

4. \7here does the author want to live?

5. Vould you prefer to live in the city or the country? \7hy?

B. Examine the organtzation of the paragraph by answering the
questions below. Then compare your answers with a partnen

Underline the topic sentence.

How many main reasons does the writer give?

Underline the concluding sentence fwice. Does it restate the idea in the topic
sentence?

4. Do you agree with any of the points the writer makes? Explain.

1.

2.

3.

Rhetorical Focus
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. An experience is something that happened to you or someone else.

Writers often use experiences to show how they v/€re influenced to
think a certain way.

Opinion: You have to be tough to live in Chicago.
Fact: Winters in Chicago are very cold.
Explanation: lt is not easy to deal with thoie cold, windy days.

.,,,.-Eip,giience:.,',' ce gct frostbi{ei,,' tlg¡i ngid,tia,ibi $tB.P, i

Read each opinion and the reasons that support it. Write Fact,
Explanation, ot Experience next to each reason.

1. Tokyo is

FacN

the most technologically advanced city in Asia.

2. Hawaii has the best

In Tokyo, most people have cell phones and many

buildings are equipped with wireless technology.

Peoples' daily lives come to a halt if there is a

blackout in Tokyo.

c. I rode the subway in Tokyo for many years, and it
never broke down.

d. Some subway stations in Tokyo can handle more

than a million passengers a day because of the use of
computers.

surfing beaches in North America.

If you have never surfed in the Hawatian Islands,

you cannot be a world-class surfer because Hawaii

is the benchmark by which other beaches are

evaluated.

The winter waves in Oahu are higher than the

summer waves, so serious surfers tend to spend time
there during the winter months.

I got hooked on surfing after just one afternoon of
surfing there.

Storm waves can rise as high as 20 feet with a face of
up to 50 feet.

a.

b

a.

b

c.

d.

I 10 Unit 5: Opinion Paragraphs



3. There is no better city to visit than Istanbul.

a. People in Istanbul are friendly and always willing to

help their neighbors.

b. Bridges connect the neighborhoods of Istanbul so

that it can exist in both Europe and Asia at the same

time.

c. I had the best meal of my life in a small café

in Istanbul.

d. Istanbul has a historically impofiant location

as a port city on the only route between the

Mediterr^nean and the Black Sea.

g*srdis$i4iii: Using reasons to support an opinion

In each item, finish the first sentence by writing the name of a city
or place that you know. Then add one reasofr (a fact, explanation, or
experience) to support the opinion given.

1. I do not want to live in Chicaao because of the high cost of living.
Housina in Chi io verv exoensive. ?eoole oomelim

2. In my opinion, has some of the friendliest people.

one job iuel lo ?ay renl for a small a?arNmenl.

3. I believe that is a very beautiful place to live.

is a good place to raise a family for several reasons.

::,Exiliti *i ii: Writing a first draft

Review your outline. Then write your first draft of an opinion
paragraph about the best city to live in.

4.

Parf" 3 111



Exerci$e 6 : Peer ed¡tirt r firt, trrt*
After you write your first draft, exchange it with a partner. Answer the
questions on the checklist. You may also write cornments or questions
on your partner's draft. Then tead your partner's comments on your
first dtaft., and revise it as necessary.

Put a check (/) as appropriate. Write answers in complete sentences in
the lines provided.

[ 1. Does the paragraph have a topic sentence that expresses an opinion
about the topic?

i: Z. Does the paragraph include any facts to support the writer's opinion?
What facts does it include?

Does the writer provide explanations that support the opinion?

Does the writer tell any experiences that support the opinion?

Does the writer need to provide more reasons to support the opinion?
What kinds of reasons?

[¡
J+
f-l-
L___t ).

Io Does the paragraph have a concluding
writer's opinion and comments on it in

sentence that restates the
some way?

. learn how to use there islthere ore in statements.

. learn how to use becouse of or becouse to
give reasons.

. edit your fírst draft for mistakes.
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Ed-iri ffi
Now thatyou have written a first draft, it is time to edit. Editing involves

making changes to your writing to improve tt and correct mistakes.

Using There; lslThere Are ,

Vtiters often use there i,s/there are tt) introduce facts.

There are harvest festivals ever:y autumn.

There is a picturesque,\rillage in the mountains near Mexico Ci\4.

There are no mosquitoes at this altitude.

In a statement,:a noun'or a,noun phrase follows tbere is/tbere üre.

lJse there are wtth plural nouns, lJse tbere ¿s with all other nouns.

there are tálL pifg,lngl linin$ thó streets of Da Lat.(plural noun)
:.

There is, a large leKg'neaf Maraca'ibo. (singular: noun)

rrn"r* i, *rtJi uÑJ¡¿ the mountains. (oon.ornt noun)

IJse no after tbere is/there:ar€ to express a negative faCt.

, There is no srtow.,

There al'e no theatels in my hometown

Exeiei:ser1r,l. Practicing with there l'slthere are

Write is or a,re inthe blanks to complete the sentences below.

1. There

2. There

3. There

4. There

5. There

6. There

t6 a parade of children holding flowers.

a Iot of music in the streets.

many nightclubs.

not many cars on the road,

no airport in my city.

not much wind, so people

but you might see bicycles.

prefer this beach.

Writinq sentences with there islthere are

Rewrite the following sentences using tltere is or tbere a're.

1. Bad weather is not in the South.

There ie no bad wealher in lhe )oulh.

E*€rcise, 2
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2. Houses are not on the island.

3. Colorful birds are in the jungle.

4. Many international restaurants are downtown.

5. Many vendors are on the beach.

6. A lot of good seafood is along the coast.

Language Focus

I

? noun ohrase.i^

n^^.^l^ --^---l ^ l-t -f r:---- - r-l I t.r :r r r, ¡People spend a lot of time outdoors because of ihe mild climaie.

Because ii followed by á .o*plete sentence with its own r.rnj*.t
and verb.

Tourists are attracted to the coast because the fishinq ii fantastic.I

Note that in each example , because of and because give a reason after

Because of and because can also appear before the statement. \flhen
they .o*á before, use a comma.

: I :: r : : '' : ., I

I
:;:,., l: : : I : 'r :, ,

lJse beca.use o¡ o" *touu ,o "o n .r. . .Htence below.

1. This city is a good place for young people because of the
world-class nightclubs.

2. There is a lot of diversity many people from Europe
and Asia moved to Braztl during the past

3. Many people retire to warmer climates
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4. Gardening is popular there

conditions for roses.

the valley has ideal

5, It is easy to get around the city the government has

improved the public transportation system.

A lot of people go there the gourmet food.

:r$:x$jrr*ffiL4r1l Using because of and because

Finish each sentence with a phrase or a statement of your own.

1. I want to live in a big city beca

2. My city is beautiful because of

use of lhe cultural life.

6.

3. My city is interesting because

4. I would like to live in a small town because

5. I do not want to live in a big city because of

6. The best city to live in is because of

:i!,Hx tgisisl$i¡ii Editing a paragraph

Read the followiftgpatagraph and comect mistakes with tbere is/tltere
are and because of ot because. There are seven mistakes.

The Beautiful Faces of Rio de Janeiro
I was very sad when I had to leave Rio de Janeiro because it is

the best place on earth. Rio is important to me because of my family

still lives there. However, I think anyone who moves there will agree

it is a wonderful place. That is because Rio has something for every

personality. First there is the people. Rio is famous because of many

beautiful people live there, especially in the beach neighborhoods,

such as Ipanema. The city is very fun during the Carnaval when

Braztlians dress up in costumes and dance in the streets and

nightclubs. Rio is also beautiful because its location. The city is on
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the Atlantic Ocean. There is a lot of beaches, and they are full of

activity every day. The scenery is spectacular as well. You can see

great geological formations, such as the granite mountain called

Sugar Loaf, and on another peak named Corcovado, you can see an

enormous statue that looks over the city. Brazll also has many varieties

of music because the many cultures and traditions. Finally, there are

also a place for people who enjoy tranquility. The botanical gardens

are filled with exotic varieties of plants and animals. So Rio de Janeiro

is a place with many different faces. It can be beautiful, crazy, and

peaceful depending on your mood.

,,:EXÉ{!il; ,,$,.. Editing your first draft and rewriting

Review your paragtaph for mistakes. IJse the checklist below. Then
write a ftnal draft.

s
s

. review the elements of an opínion paragraph.

. practice writing with a time limit.

"., 
: ¡ !c rr*lii¿:É iri i ::i!ri gfd.,

Put a check ('/I as;appropriate. '"i¡B€lsciii

I I . Did you use fhere islth'ere' are to,introduce the existence or location of
something or someplace?

J Z Did you use because to give reasons with statements?

Li 3. Did you use because of to give reasons with noun phrases?
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ruether
Effi
Putting It

In this paft of the unit, you will complete three exercises to improve
your accuracy, write a timed paragtaph to improve your fluency, anrid

then explore topics for future writing.

Exéid[sé::Í:,, ldentifying facts, explanations, and experiences

Read each opinion and the reasons that support it. Write Fa.ct,
Explanation, ot Experience next to each reason.

1. The Guggenheim museum is the most interesting building in New York City.

a. The tilted corkscrew shape of the buildins is unlike
anything else in the city.

b. It was designed by the architect, Frank Loyd Vright.

c. The first time I saw the Guggenheim, I was so

amazed that I spent an hour just looking at the

building from the outside.

d. Many visitors have trouble focusing on the artwork
because they are distracted by the intensity of the

architecture.

2. People spend too much money on personal appearance,

a. People spend billions annually on cosmetics.

b. People want to look good, but they are spending

money that could be used for more important

purposes such as education or a home.

c. Cesmetic surgery is becoming more and more costly

as the variety of procedures increases.

d. My brother-in-law had to work overtime because his

wife spent a Iot of money on clothes, and jewelry, so

he owed a lot of money on his credit cards.

3. \ü7ater is our most important natural resource.

a. \ü/hat would happen in your house if you lost water

for one day?

b. The human body is 98 percent water.

c. Lack of fresh drinking water causes major health

crises in some countries every year.

d. Not only is water important for drinking, washing

and bathing, it is also important for growing food.
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:r,rE*giiiÉ:fi*'lr Writing sentences with fhere islúhere are

Rewrite the following sentences using sentences with tlcere is/tbere a.re.

1. \X/hales are in Puget Sound in the summer.

2. Gold exists in Siberia.

3. Penguins are not in Florida.

4. No cure exists for cancer.

5. Many stories exist about the first blue-eyed tribes that lived in Argentina.

6. Beautiful terraced hillsides are in China.

-'i*s'3 
Using because of and because

Complete each sentence with because of or because.

1. Many people learn English

2. Many young people go out in the evening

to listen to music.

3. Our food is hot we use a Iot of chilies.

4. Most people do not have private boats
very expenslve.

5. \ü7e won the game the other goalie's error.

6. A lot of people become English teachers

opportunities to travel.

their jobs.

they like

they are

the

('iF nrvlro wRlulrlc: +s minutes

Write an opinion paragraph about what you think is the best age to
get married. Before you begin to write, review the following time
management strategy.
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Write down three or four ages

of reasons why each might be
your paragraph.

$ffi¡ni¡:i. outuNING: 5 minutes

that people get married. Then think
good. Then choose the best age for

Write an outline for your parugraph.

Topic Sentence

State the topic and your opinion about the topic.

Supporting Sentences

Facts:

Explanations:

Experiences:

Concluding Sentence

Restate your opinion and comment
/

on it, or summarize the main reasons.

S.t$$r i:irlr WRITING: 25 minutes

Use your brainstorming notes and outline to write your first dtaft on a
separate piece of paper.
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il5 
$::;l:r,:l EDITING: 10 minutes

When you have finished your first draft., check it for errors, using the
checklist below.

itor's

Put a check {/) as appropriate. :

I L Does the topic sentence state your opinion about the topic?

I Z. Did you include facts, explanations, and personal experiences to support
lion?

I ¡. Does the paragraph have a concluding sentence that restates your
:oprnron /

:

[ +. Did you use there is/thereare to introduce facts?

I S Did you use because of and because correctly when giving reasons?

I A. Did yo,u,capitalize the first letter of each sentence and:put end

L. write an opinion paragraph on one of the following topics.

o \ü(/hat is the best job for you? -W.hy?

o Is it a good idea to live with relatives?
. Are pets good companions?
. \ü7hat changes would you like to see made to the educational system?

2. Interview a friend, classmate, ot relative about his or her views orl
one of the topics above. Take notes during the interview to use for
your patagtaph. Then write an opinion paragraph on one of the
topics above, but from your friend's point of view.
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*iing ldeas

In narrative writing, the writer tells a story that sets the background for
an event, describes the event, and often comments on the event. In this
chapter, you will write a ttarrative paragraph tbat tells the story of an
event in your life.

Exeicise 1 Thinking about the topic

Discuss the picture with a partner.

. Describe the man in the photograph.

. How does he feel?

. What do you think he is doing?

. \Mhat might happen to him?
o Do you think people are brave if they feel fear when they do something

difficult or dangerous?

Exeici*e 2 ' Reading about the topic

The author, who is working in West Africa, describes a frightening
experience at a dinner pafi. A deadly poisonous snake called a Green
Mamba has entered the house and chased the guests outside. The host
has summoned "the snake-mafl" to come and take the unwelcome
visitor away. What happens next?
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¡sr!Y +!{! Lr;}; : I t lVl V s:Y :\-l\; vLt

,i,üb,ü'rhüdt r T;o*ty teíiow you m*si*;i üet excited" 
'<.*ütd=¿¡*'',,l$üeffiffiE'i'going to be all'right,,',Ai he,was speaking, he wái slbwl ,

",,.,,1 ering,.the,end, the,pole untit the forked prongs were',áboui ', . , ,

twelve inches above the middle of the snake's body- "There's a lovely

Then wham, ihe rubber prongs came down right across the

"There's a good boy, " the snake-man said softly. "There's a clever

pounds of potatoes.

Then wham;,thá'rúb"bei prongs ¿ámá'do** iig i bcr:oss the
snake's body about midway along its length and pinneo it to the

Then at last the prongs were right behind the head itself,
pinning it down, and at that point the snake-man reached forward

',r,, Wlth..one gtoü'ed tianO, ánO'giasp€d the snake very firmly by the
neck. He threw away the pole. He took the sack off his shoulder
with his free hand. He lifted the great still twisting length of the
deadly green snake and pushed the head into the sack. Then he let
go the head and bundled the rest of the creature in the closed sack.

''i.'The sa k star,ted, j,urn ing'about as thoúgh.there weie fifty angry rats
inside it, but the snake-man was now totally relaxed and he held
the sack casually in one hand as if it contained no more than a few

Dahl, R. Going 5o/o. New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, LLC, 1986.

pole: a long slender rod
prongs: pointed ends of a tool
thrash: move around wildly

iiiffxelHüi$ ; i understanding the text

pin: hold firmly against the ground
gloved: with a glove on
grasp: hold firmly

Write T for true or F for false for each statement.

1. The snake-man talked to the snake.

2. The snake-man pinned the snake to the floor with his bare hands.

3. The snake was moving around as the snake-man held it in his hand.

4. The snake jumped around after it was in the sack.

5. The snake-man seemed afraid as he held the sack with the snake in it.
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Write youf answers to the questions in full sentences. Then discuss youf
answers with a pattttet

1. What did the snake-man do to keep the snake calm while he was preparing

to catch it?

2. Vhat did the snake do after the snake-man caught it?

3, How do you think the snake-man felt while he was catching the

snake? Explain.

4. Why didn't the snake-man just kill the snake?

Exercise 5 , Freewritinq

Write for ten minutes on the topic below. Express yourself as well as
you can. Don't wofry about making mistakes.

In "The Snake-Man" the author describes an experience that required courage. Have

you ever done something that challenged you? It does not have to be something

dangerous; it can be something that simply made you nervous, such as speaking in
front of an audience. Think about the following questions as you write:
,¡ \X/hat did you do?

o \7hy did you do it?

o How did it make you feel?
. \X/hat did it teach you about yourselff

. learn about narrative organization.

. brainstorm ideas and specific vocabulary to use
in your writing.

o create an outlíne for your narrative paragraph.
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Jéir wnlrlruc rnsr
In this unit, you will write a narcatfue paragraph about a challenge that
you have faced.

Exeieise",l,', Brainstorming ideas

A. Review your freewriting exercise. Then choose two experiences
you have llrad that challenged you or required courage. Write them
in the chiafi below. Then answer the questions for each experience
in note form.

Experience 1

1. When did the
experience take
place? How long
did the experience
last?

2. Where did the
experience take
place?

3. What clear and
specific memories
do you have of
the experience?

Experience 2
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B. Choose one experience from the chaft that you would most like to
write about. Often a single event in a single place is easier to describe
than something that took place over a long period of time or at marry
places. Describe to youf pattnet the event you chose.

gx$i¿ú#t.'- Brainstorming vocabulary

A. With a partneg brainstorm additional descriptive words to complete
each sentence.

1. I was in a/an place,

(scary, elegant, enofmous, olranae , faraway )

2, I felt

(newous, important, numb,

3. I
(ran, cried, fell,

4. The experience

(thrilled, matured, motivated,

5 I gained a lot of from this experience.

(confidence, knowledge, friends,

Choose five words you wrote in Part A and use them to write five
additional sentences about your experience.

me.

bodv fell numb.

B.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Rhetorical Focus

N arrativ'e O rga hizatie-n
:::

A narráti.ve paragraph tells a story. Like
have learned about in this book, it has

sentence$;, and á Concluding sentence.

other kinds .of paiágfáphs' you
a toprc,sentence, suppoffilns
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Topic Sentence
. The topic sentence tells the reader what the story will be about.
r lt mav also tell when and wher.e the story took place.
r Thé topic sentence should capture the reader's interest.

: supporting Sentences

' The supporting sentences tell the details of the story, including the
sequence of events.

, ,r The)¡ also include sensory details, such as what the author sary heard,
smelled, or tasted.

' SupPorting sentences may also tell about the writer's feelings during the
events.

Concluding Sentence:
' The concluding sentence "wraps up" the story. lt may include a comment

about why the experience was important or how the writer felt after it.

E¡qi,-ci$e.,3¡r,. Reading a student paragraph

Read the student paragraph. What made the hamburger memorable?

The Best Hamburger of My Life
When I was thirteen years old, I had a great surprise at the Grand

Hotel in Toronto. My favorite soccer team was visiting from Mexico, so

I went to the hotel to get autographs from some of the players. When I
got there, I waited outside for a long time because I was very nervous.

Finally, I told my legs to start moving, and I went up to my favorite striker,

Sergio Verdirame, and asked for his autograph. My voice was trembling,

but I controlled it. He stopped to listen to me, and then an amazing thing

happened. He invited me to his table for dinner. I could not believe it!

Suddenly I was sitting across the table from Sergio Verdirame! I ordered a

big hamburger with everything on it except onions. When the food came,

my hands were shaking, and I could not eat or talk. After a while, I took a

deep breath and said to myself, "Hey, this happens just once in your life."

I got rid of my nerves and started talking with the team and enjoying my

hamburger. They were really great guys, and we had a good time laughing

and joking together. That was the most delicious hamburger I ever ate in

my life because I was eating it with my idol.
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Exercise 4 Analyzing the student paragraph

A. Respond to the paragraph by answering the questions below in
full sentences.

1. Why did the writer go to the hotel?

2. \üflhat did he do after he got there? Why?

1). \Vhat kind of challenge did the writer face? \Was it physical or emotional?

Explain.

4. How did the writer deal with the challenge?

5. Have you ever had a similar challenge? Explain.

B.

1,

Examine the organization of the
questions below. Then compare

Underline the topic sentence. \X/hat

sentence?

patagtaph by answering the
your answers with a parttten

information appears in the topic

2. Read the following events from the story. Number them in the order in
which they occurred.

a. The writer ordered a hamburger.

b. The writer was very nervous and his hands were shaking.

c. The writer asked the soccer player for his autograph.

d. Sergio Verdirame invited the writer to have dinner.

e. The writer overcame his fear and enjoyed his dinner.

3. In the concluding sentence, the writer explains what made him happiest.

Which sentence best describes his final comment?

a. He was able to eat a very good hamburger.

b. He was able to spend time with his favorite soccer player.

c. He was able to overcome his fear of speaking to his heroes.

d. He finally got an aLrtograph from his favorite player.
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Exgtti$g:5 :, Writing an outline

Review your brainstorming ideas arrd your freewriting exercise. Then
use the form below to write an outline for your narcative paragraph.
Remember to write your outline in note form.

Topic Sentence

What is the story about? Where and when did it take place?

Supporting Sentences

What happened first?

What happened next?

What else happened?

How did the experience end?

Concluding Sentence

What was important about the experience? How did it affect you?

learn to use sensory and emotional details
in a narrative paragraph.

learn to show the order of events in a
narrative paragraph.

write a first draft of your narrative paragraph.
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Read the student paragraph. How did the author feel iust before his wild
experience?

Something Wild
For my 25th birthday, ffiy favorite uncle gave me a gift certificate

to go skydivin g at a special place near Miami. I was happy because I

wanted to do something wild. On the day of my jump, I woke up with

a crazy feeling in my stomach. I could not eat breakfast because of

the nerves. After we arrived at the place, I had to sign a lot of papers

because of the risk involved. I signed them quickly because I did not

want to think about the danger. Before I knew it, I was on the plane

with my parachute on my back. The only thing I could think was,

"What am I doing?" One of the staff opened the door of the plane and

told me to get ready. I put my right foot over the edge and waited for

the signal ... "three, two, one ..." and then I was free falling, going

down at almost two hundred kilometers per hour. I was shouting, and

I could feel adrenaline running through me. Nearby, there was another

guy taking photos. I like to take photos too. Then the parachute opened,

and the next five minutes were the most incredible moments of my life.

I was floating completely free, like a bird. A11 my problems were gone,

and I could see the curve of the earth, the ocean, and faraway clouds

off the shore. It was awesome. Those wonderful moments helped me to

realize that I am the kind of person who likes to take risks, and I hope I
always will be.
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A. Respond to the patagtaph by answering the questions below in
full sentences.

1. \7here was the author when he had the experience?

2. Why did the author iump out of an airplane?

3. How did the author feel while in the air?

4. Vould you like to do the same thing? Why or why not?

B. Examine the organrzation of the essay by answering the questions
below. Then compare youf answers with a parttten

1. Underline the topic sentence. \ü7hat background details does it include?

2. How

think

does the author feel about jumping out of an airplane? \ü7hy do you

he feels this way?

)).

4.

Does the event take place in one location?

Cross out one sentence that is not directly related to the topic sentence of
the paragraph.

5. Underline the concluding sentence fwice. rü/hat did the author learn from his

experience?
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Rhetorical Focus

Read the sentences below. Write an S next to sentences that have
sensory details. Write an E next to the sentences that have emotional
details.

e1. The morning mist brought in the smell of the ocean.

\We were very nervous, so we called the police.

I had never felt such happiness.

The dates were sticky and sweet, and they were a delicious
compliment to the hot, bitter tea.

I felt a sharp pain in my ankle, and I recognized the sting

2.

3,

4.

5.

of a jellyfish.

6. \7e could hear the roar of the waterfall for a long time before we
actually saw it.

. : i ¡ : . . : : t: , : : : ! : a: : :ra 
.: 

: 
:: a : .: . . .: :

l:fixe,i*ig:$':fi:l Practicing with sensory details

Use sensory details to support the following sentences.

1. Our guide had an interesting fashion sense.

He wore Nhe eame khaki ?anle every day. bul hie ehirle alwaye had

2. \üíe ate a wonderful meal.

colorful oallerns of fl ncere. or olher f,rooícal ecenes,
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3. The flower garden was delightful.

4. The alley had not been taken care of for many years and it was in bad shape.

5. My father taught me to swim in a river behind our house.

6. My mother's kitchen was everyone's favorite room.

Use emotional details to support the following sentences.

1. I would like to forget my first job interview.

I wae 60 nervoue my hande were wel. and eo wag mv ehirl.

2. I met my girlfriend on the Internet.

3. At first, I did not like the new puppy, but after awhile I changed -y mind.

4. I began to walk down the aisle towards my future husband.

5. I walked into the cold dark cave.

6. The test was over, and I had earned the highest score.
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Language Focus

I made coffee, Meanwhile, my brothei tried to distract our mother.

I
I

:,: ii: :;,:!:i:,ü¡:,: ;.i:;';,: :' : ;)jl;: i:r::::::lrilj:: e

,ii Hfifi*$Í#li$,iii ldentifying order of events

Read the following sentences. Then number them in the order you
think they occurred. Use the sequence words and phrases as clues.

a.

b.

C.

1 A few years zgo, my lwo older brothers andl went trekking in the mountains.

Finally, I found the muddy trall, and we made it back to our base camp.

Soon we were hiking through thick pine forests.

\7e set out from our base camp on a bright winter morning.

After that experience, I realized it is very important to be careful when hiking
in the mountains.

A little while Iater, we stopped to eat, and my oldest brother said we should
turn around because we were losing the trail in the snow.

Eventually, it began to snow, and visibility became poor.

Going back down the mou ntain was harder because it was icy and slippery,
and we could not find the way. \7e became tired, cold and thirsty.
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Review your outline. Then write the first draft of a natrative essay about
a challenge you faced.

ii¡FxHffi!$ll Peer editing a f¡rst Uraft

Afiler you write your first draft, exchange it with a parlner. Answer the
questions on the checklist. You rrnay also write cofiunents or questions
on your partner's draft. Then tead youf partner's comments on your
first draft, and revise it as necessary.

learn about simple past tense verbs.

learn about past continuous verbs.

edit your first draft for mistakes.
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SUBJECT BASE FORM OF VERB

+ -DI.ED

waited patiently.

You

He

She

It

We

You

They

Negative Statements

SUBJECT DID + NOT BASE FORM

OF VERB

d¡d not wait patiently.

You

He

She

It

We

You

They

SUBJECT WASIWERE

was

beautiful.

You were

He

She

It

was

We

wereYou

They

ü¡grt 1¡!;rli Using simple past tense verbs

Complete the following sentences with past tense verbs.

1. I wae interested in Astronomy.

2. \íe

3. She

of hot, sweet tea.

4. N7e

to rescue us.

\x/e

There

After I
less worried.

8. \ü/e

5

6.

7.

about our plans.

an umbrella, some sandwiches, and a thermos

for help ,, and a helicopter

the roasted pig with fried plantains and Arepas.

wedding.I22 people at the

my host family, I

to the top of a mountain where we
ancient temple.

Negative Statements

SUBJECT WASIWERE + NOT

was not

beautif ul

You were not

He

She

It

was not

We

were notYou

They

an
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Read the following paragraph and correct mistakes with the simple past
tense. There are ten mistakes.

Two years ogo, my friends and I decide to go to a special temple

in my country. We wake up very early in the morning that day. We

brought some fruit and drinks for breakfast. After we ate our fruits, we

want to climb the mountain. We got to the temple about 10 a.m. It was

very beautiful. We stay there and talked, but after a while, we wanted

to hike some more. We did not brought food, but we had some water,

and we started climbing. We become tired, but we did not wanted to

stop. We was thirsty too, but we did not had enough water. Finally we

met some people and they gave us drinks and helped us. That day, I

learn to be very careful when I go hiking in the mountains.

Language Focus

. To fgrm negative statements in the past continuous, use notbeffieen
was/ uuere and the verb + ins .wvNI

We were not laughing at the comedian's jokes.'* 
ffi;',f:iít ffiWrá*
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SUBJECT WASIWERE

BASE FORM OF

VERB + ING

wa5

watching.

You were

He

She

It

wa5

We

wereYou

They

Answer the following questions with sentences that use the past
continuous.

1. \X/hat were vou doing yesterday at this time?

eigf,er.

--.\

SUBJECT WASIWERE + NOT

BASE FORM OF

VERB + ING

was not

watching.

You were not

He

She

It
was not

We

were notYou

They

ae eho for a ifí fortn

2. Vhat were you doing last night at 6 p.m}

3. Vhat were you doing this morning at I0 a.m}

4. tVhat were you doing last year at this time?

5. \üZhat were you thinking about while you were coming to school today?

Undedine the verbs in each sentence. Then rewrite the sentences replacing
the simple past with the past continuous where it is more approp rtate.

1. I talked to my friend while the teacher explained the gram ma{, so I did not
understand it.

*tÉ-$H.f,$jfffi ldentifying when to use the past continuous

eoldídn

2. I lived in Paris when I had a tercible car accidenr.
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3. I worked on my paper and u.'atched the game when he called.

4. A stranger stood in the doorway u.hen we arrived home.

5. \ü/e drove to the hospital when my v.ife told the taxi driver to stop the car.

6. In those days I worked and went to school, so I didn't have much free time.

Ex'*ftib*'$i;: Editing a paragraph

Read the following paragtaph and correct mistakes with the simple past

anrd the past continuolts. There are nine mistakes.

When I was a university student about two years &go, I enrolled

in a scuba diving course. My scuba diving teacher was having a big

surprise: I wasn't knowing how to swim. In fact, I had abigfear

of water. When I was a child, my parents tried to help me, so they

make me take many swimming courses. Although I try hard, I did not

learning to swim. When I enrolled in the scuba diving course, I was

still afraid of water. Every day when I entered the swimming pool, I

battle with my fear. Fortunately, my courage won every time. Finally,

one day while I practicing my dive, I realized that I was do very well.

So, finally, after six months of hard work, I completed the course.

It is true that I was always the worst of the group, but in my own

evaluation, I was a champion because I conquer my fear of water. For

me, this experience was very important. It was a test of courage, and

I passed it.
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Exirc,ise.,6",, Editin our first draft and rewritin
Review your
write a ftnal

paragtaph for
dtaft..

mistakes. IJse the checklist below. Then

Put a check ({l as appropriate.

tl t. Did you use thesimple past,toexpress events that started and finished
in the past?

Did you check for correct irregular verb forms?

Did you use the past continuous to show simultaneous or
interrupted actions?

7 4,:Did you capitalize the first letter of each sentence and put end
punctuation at the end? :

T
I

review the elements of a narrative paragraph.
write a timed narrative paragraph.
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In this part of the unit, you will complete three exercises to improve
your accuracy, write a timed patagraph to improve your fluency, anrd

explore topics for future writing.

Read the sentences below. Write an S next to sentences that include
serrsory details. Write an E next to sentences that include emotional
details.

7. Olivia reached for the doorknob, and it was burning hot.

2. Ricky and I arcived around 8:00, and we were huppy to be home.

3. \Ve were greeted by a large man with long black hair.

4. I was shocked and disappointed by the results.

5. My mother always smelled like flowery perfume.

6. The news left us saddened and worried about the future.

Read the following sentences. Then number them in the order you
think they occurfed. Use the sequence words and phrases as clues.

a. For years, I did not know what to do with my life, but after I decided

to become a helicopter pilot, I became very dedicated to my goal.

b. At the beginning, I delivered groceries in my truck.

c. After that, I had to get a visa and prepare to come to the U.S.

d. Next, I made a plan to get the money for my training. I became a truck

driver and drove all over Japan for five yearc.

e. First, I did some research and found out that it would cost a lot of
money.

f Finally, I was ready to take my training. Someone advised me to do a
program in the LJ.S. because it was not as expensive, so I decided to

come here even though I needed more English.

Now, I am in the U.S. I go to school to study English. At the same time,

I take flying lessons.

Later, I got another job delivering fuel to gas stations. I lived in my

truck to save money.

Finally, I am learning to pilot a helicopter, and soon I will be ready to

fly solo. I know that I will reach -y goal in two years.

_9.

h.
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,liE*$,rfii*lg;!*i' Editing a paragraph

Read the following paragraph and correct mistakes with the simple past
and the past continuolts. There are ten mistakes.

Facing Danger in French Guiana
Three years &go, I was living in an exciting and adventurous place:

French Guiana. My husband and I own a lovely house that was right

next to the jungle. Many animals lived there, such as crocodiles,

monkeys, poisonous spiders, jaguars, tigers, and snakes. People often

warn us that our house was too close to the jungle, but we enjoying

the house so much that we decided to stay. Then one morning I had a

frightening adventure. I was plan to go for a swim in the pool. I put

on my swimming suit, and went outside and start to cross the patio. I
was take off my jacket to dive in the water when suddenly, I had a big

surprise. A big snake was swim in my pool and move quickly towards

me. I could not breathe. It seemed as though he staring at me for a

long time. I ran into the house to call the police. When they arrive, the

snake was gone. That day I learned to never jump in that pool before

inspecting it for visitors.

E;(
Write a ttattative patagraph about something that happened to you
while you were on a trip. Before you begin to write, review the
following time management strategy.

ilffiirirlr gnRlNSfOnfÚlruC: S m¡nutes

Make a list of recent trips you have taken. Write down some of the
things that you did on those trips, people you met, and things thatyou
saw. Keep adding to your list until you decide on a specific incident that
you would like to write about.
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Write an outüne for your paragtaph.

Topic Sentence

What is the story about?

Where did it take place?

Supporting Sentences

What happened first?

What happened next?

What else happened?

How did the experience end?

How did you feel during the experience?

Concluding Sentence

What was important about the experience? How did it affect you?

ri:$fffiti$liiil wRlrl ruG: zs minutes

Use your brainstorming notes and outline to write your first draft on a
separate piece of paper.
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li¡$iffii#ii¡ii; EDITING: f o m¡nutes

When you have finished your first draft, check it for mistakes, using the
checklist below.

Put a check (l) as appropriate.

tr 1. Does the paragraph have a title?

J Z. Does the paragraph have a topic sentence that tells what the story
will be about?

Ll +. Does the paragraph give the events of the story?-

L-l S. Are there sensory and/or emotional details?

Ü O, Does,the par:,,agraph usé sequencá words and/or other transition words
to show the order of events?

Ü 7, Did 5roü use simple past and,Fa!t,iontinuoüs verbs in the correct form?

[ ,8, Did you inelude ;:Conclúding sentence that "wraps up" the story?
'i" , :,, :Doés:it,tell how the experience affected Vou?

)

Write a ttartative paragraph on one of the following topics.

. How you met someone who is important to you

. The last time you celebrated a special holiday

'¡ A special memory from your childhood
. A funny or embarrassing incident

Interview a fuiend, classmate, or relative about something interesting
that happened to him or her. Take notes during the interview. Then
write a ttatrative paragraph about your friend's experierrce.
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Appendix l: The Writing Process

1. Brainstorming
Before you begin to write, gather information about the topic. Then brainstorm
ideas and vocabulary related to the topic. Read your assignment carefully so that
your finished product will meet your instructor's expectations.

F Strategies: Read about the topic and discuss it with your classmates. Look at

pictures or diagrams to help you come up with ideas.

2. Creating an Outline
Decide which ideas you will use in your essay. Cluster ideas into logical parts. This
may be in the form of a chart, a web, or a list of main ideas. \frite an outline or plan
for your papef.

F* Strategies: Look at models that are simil ar to the writi ng that you want to
do. Learn ways to organize and sequence your ideas. Create a visuai plan for
youf papef.

3. Writing a First Draft
Expand your outline into a draft by rewriting your notes into full sentences. At this
stage, don't worry about mistakes. Vhen youhave finished, ask a classmate to read
your work and give you feedback.

!> Strategies: Evaluate your outline as you write. Take out ideas that do not
support your main idea; add claification or examples. Check your work to
make sure your writing is clear and accomplishes the goals of the assignment,

4. Editing
Now apply your knowledge of grammar and mechanics, and correct any mistakes

that you notice. Review the feedback you received from your classmates.

ts Strategies: Separate yourself from the ideas so that you can focus on clarity
at the sentence level. If possible, put your paper aside for a few hours before
you edit. Read your essay sentence by sentence. (Some writers read a paper

backwards so as not to be distracted by content.)

5. Writing a Final Draft and Submitting Your Work
Rewrite your draft so that it looks neat and has all the features of a finished college

p^per. Some writers type their papers; others write by hand.

F Strategies: Make sure your papü has the correct format. Make sure your
name and the date are on the paper, and that there is a title.
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Appendix I . Elements of Punctuation

Commas
A comma

(,)

is used to separate information from other parts of the sentence.

a series. Ilse and before the last item if1. A comma is used to separate items in
listing three or more items.

. We made rice, chicken, salad, and cake.

A comma is used to separate an introductory word or phrase.

o At the end of the day, my husband and I sit on the sofa and talk about our day.

A comma is used to separate two sentences when there is a conjunction such
as And, but, or so that shows a relationship between them.
. The temperature was below freezing, but we were warm.

Periods (.)

'"':o:nT;:t ;il,,[::;:' 
of a sen'[ence

Apostrophes (')
Apostrophes are used to show possession.

1. \7hen a noun is singular, add an apostrophe and s to show possession. In

:'"J:l:r;'j? .':ffi[:has 
one cousin

2. When a noun is plural, put the apostrophe after the plural s. In the next

l"i,Jf. inH:: :ni:::Jn"" 
one cousin

3. \7hen a noun ends in s. You may add the apostrophe + s after the final s or

l' ill I fi ,:'rH 
;ril:n:il'r-, *

4. Apostrophes are also used to show contractions. (Note, howeve r, that

:"T::-J:T#"^ TJ ;ffiopriate 
in academic writing )

Quotation Marks ("...")
Quotation marks are used to show that you are repe ating or quoting someone
else's words.

Put quotation marks around only the exact words you take from someone else's

'0"."'1;:.:i'lffi ,,"::,3:;ffi:;;;:iln'nilTffiJff ffi i:lii:,'J]:i:"
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Appendix lll:
Adapted from the Grammar Sense Glossary of'Grammar Tet"ms

action verb A verb that describes a thing that
someone or something does. An action verb does
not describe a state or condition.

Sam rang the bell.

It rains a lot here.

active sentence In active sentences, the agent
(the noun that is performing the action) is in subject
position and the receiver (the noun that receives or
is a result of the action) is in object position. In the
following sentence, the subject AIex performed the
action, and the object letter received the action.

Alex mailed the letter.

adjective A word that describes or modifies the
meaning of a noun.

the orange car a strange noise

adverb A word that describes or modifies the
meaning of a verb, another adverb, an adjective, or
a sentence. Many adverbs answer such questions as
How? When? Wbere? or How oJien? They often end
in -ly.

She ran quickly.
a really hot day

She ran very quickly.

Maybe she'll leave.

adverbial phrase A phrase that functions as an
adverb.

Amy spoke very softly.

affirmative statement A sentence that does not
have a negative verb.

Linda went to the movies.

agreement The subject and verb of a clause must
agree in number. If the subject is singular, the verb
form is also singular. If the subject is plural, the verb
form is also plural.

He comes home early. They come home early.

article The words a) at:., and the in English. Articles
are used to introduce and identify nouns.

a potato an onion the supermarket

auxiliary verb A verb that is used before main
verbs (or other auxrliary verbs) in a sentence.
Auxiliary verbs are usually used in questions and
negative sentences. Do, have, and be can act as
auxiliary verbs. Modals (may, cat\ wil, and so on)
are also auxiliary verbs.

Do you have the time? The car was speeding.
I have never been to ltaly. I may be late.

base form The form of a verb without any verb
endings; the infinitive form without /o.

sleep be stop

clause A group of w-ords that has a subject and a
verb. See also dependent clause and main clause.

lf lleave,... ...when hespeaks.
The rain stopped. . . that l saw.

common noun A noun that refers to any of a class
of people, animals, piaces. things. or ideas. Common
nouns are not capitalized.

man cat city pencil grammar

comparative A form of an adjectir.e. adverb. or
noun that is used to express differences betr¡,'een
two items or situations.

This book is heavier than that one.
He runs more quickly than his brother.
A CD costs more money than a cassette.

complex sentence A sentence that has a rn¿rin
clause and one or more dependent clauses.

When the bell rang, we were finishing dinner

compound sentence A sentence that has
two main clauses separated by u comma and a
conjunction, or by u semi-colon.

She is very talented; she can sing and dance.

conditional sentence A sentence that expresses a
real or unreal situation in the if clause, and the (real
or unreal) expected result in the main clause.

lf I have time, I will travel to Africa.
lf I had time, I would travel to Africa.

countable noun A common nolln that can be
cor-rnted. It usuallr. has both a singular and a plural
form.

orange - oranges woman - women

definite añicle The ri-ord the in English. It is used
to identfi nollns based on assurnptions about what
information the speaker and lisrener share about the
noun. The detinite article is also used for making general
statements about a n-hole class or groLlp of nouns.

Please give me the key.

The scorpion is dangerous.

dependent clause A clause that cannot stand
alone as a sentence because it depends on the main
clause to complete the meaning of the sentence. Also
called subordinate clause.

l'm going home after he calls.
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determiner A word such as a, an, the, this, tlrat,
these, those, my, some, a few, and three that is

used before a noun to limit its meaning in some \\.á)..

those videos

future A dme that is to come. The future is
expressed in English with wil, be going to, the
simple present, or the present continuous. These
different forms of the future often have different
meanings and uses.

I will help you later.

David is going to call later.

The train leaves at 6:05 this evening.
I'm driving to Toronto tomorrow.

gerund An -ing form of a verb that is used in place
of a noun or pronoun to name an activity ot a state.

Skiing is fun. He doesn't like being sick.

if clause A dependent clause that begins with if
and expresses a rcaI or unreal situation.

lf I have the time, l'll paint the kitchen.
lf I had the time, l'd paint the kitchen.

indefinite article The words a and an in English.
Indefinite articles introduce a noun as a member of
a class of nouns or make generalizations about a

whole class or group of nouns.

An ocean is a large body of water.

independent clause See tnain clause.

indirect object A noun or pronoun used after
some verbs that refers to the person who receives
the direct object of a sentence.

John wrote a letter to Mary.
Please buy some milk for us.

infinitive A verb form that includes to + the base
form of a verb. An infinitive is used in place of a
noun or pronoun to name an activtty or situation
expressed by a verb.

Do you like to swim?

intransitive verb A verb that cannor be followed
by an object.

We finally arrived.

main clause A clause that can be used by itself as a
sentence. Also cailed indepenclent clause.

l'm going home.

main verb A verb that can be used alone in a
sentence. A main verb can also occur with an
auxiliary verb.

I ate lunch at 1 1 :30.

Kate can't eat lunch today.

modal The auxiliary verbs cat\ could, rrray,
might, must, should, wil, and would. They
modify the meaning of a main verb by expressing
ability, authority, formality, politeness, or various
degrees of certainty. Also called mod.al auxiliary.

You should take something for your headache.
Applicants must have a high school diploma.

negative statement A sentence with a negative
verb.

I didn't see that movie.

noun A word that typically refers to a person,
animal, place, thing, or idea.

Tom rabbit store computer mathematics

noun clause A dependent clause that can occur in
the same place as a noun, pronoun, or noun phrase
in a sentence. Noun clauses begin with wh- words,
if, whether, or that.

I don't know where he is.

I wonder if he's coming.
I don't know whether it's true.
I think that it's a lie.

noun phrase A phrase formed by u noun and its
modifiers. A noun phrase can substitute for a noun
in a sentence.

She drank milk.
She drank chocolate milk.
She drank the milk.

object A noun, pronoun, or noun phrase that
follows a transitive verb or a preposition.

He likes pizza.
She likes him.

Go with her.
Steve threw the ball.

passive sentence Passive sentences emphasize the
receiver of an action by changing the usual order of
the subject and object in a sentence. In the sentence
below, the subject (The letter) does not perform
the action; it receives the action or is the result of an
action. The passive is formed with a form of be + the
past participle of a transitive verb.

The letter was mailed yesterday.

past continuous A verb form that expresses an
action or situation in progress at a specific time in
the past. The past continuous is formed with was or
were + verb a -ing. Also called past progressiue.

A: What were you doing last night at eight o'clock?
B: I was studying.

past participle A past verb form that may differ
from the simple past form of some irregular verbs. It
is used to form the present perfect, for example.

I have never seen that movie.
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phrasal verb A two- or three-word r.erb such as

turn down or fun out of. The meaning of a phrasal
verb is usually different from the meanings of its
individual words.

She turned down the job offer
Don't run out of gas on the freeway.

phrase A group of words that can form a
grammatical unit. A phrase can take the form of a

noun phrase, verb phrase, adjective phrase, adverbtal
phrase, or prepositional phrase. This means it can act
as a noun, verb, adjective, adverb, or preposition.

The tall man left. She spoke too fast.
Lee hit the ball. They ran down the stairs.

preposition A word such as at,, in, on, or to, that
links nouns, pronouns, and gerunds to other words.

prepositional phrase A phrase that consists of a

preposition followed by a noun or noun phrase.

on Sunday under the table

present cont¡nuous A verb form that indicates that
an activity is in progress, temporary, or changing. It
is formed with be + verb + -ing. Also called present
progressiue.

l'm watering the garden.

Ruth is working for her uncle.

present perfect A verb form that expresses a
connection befween the past and the present. It
indicates indefinite past time, recent past time, or
continuing past time. The present perfect is formed
with have + the past participle of the main verb.

l've seen that movie.

The manager has just resigned.
We've been here for three hours.

pronoun A word that can replace a noun or noun
phrase. f, you, he, she, it, mine, and youfs are
some examples of pronouns.

quantity expression A word or words that occur
before a noun to express a quantity or amount of that
noun.

a lot of rain few books four trucks

simple past A verb form that expresses actions and
situations that were complete d at a definite time in the
past.

Carol ate lunch. She was hungry.

simple present A verb form that expresses general
statements, especially about habitual or repeated
activities and permanent situations.

Every morning I catch the B:00 bus.

The earth is round.

stative verb A type of verb that is not usually
used in the continuous form because it expresses a

condition or state that is not changing. Know, love,
see, and smell are some examples.

subject A noun, pronoun, or noun phrase that
precedes the verb phrase in a sentence. The
subject is closely related to the verb as the doer or
experiencer of the action or state, or closely related
to the noun that is being described in a sentence
with be.

Erica kicked the ball.
The park is huge.

subordinate clause See dependent clause.

superlative A form of an adjective, adverb, or noun
that is used to rank an item or situation first or last in
a grolrp of three or more.

This perfume has the strongest scent.

He speaks the fastest of all.

That machine makes the most noise of the three.

tense The form of a verb that shon-s past. pr-sel:.
and future time.

He lives in New York now.
He lived in Washington two years ago
He'll live in Toronto next year.

time clause A dependent clause tl-rat begins s ith
a word such as while, when, before, or after.
It expresses the relationship in time bern-een two
different events in the same sentence.

Before Sandy left, she fixed the copy machine.

time expression A phrase that functions as afi
adverb of time.

She graduated three years ago.
l'll see them the day after tomorrow.

transitive verb A verb that is followed by an
object.

I read the book.

uncountable (noncount) noun A corrmon
noun that cannot be counted. A noncount noun has
no plural form and cannot occur with a,) at\ or a
number.

information mathematics weather

verb A u'ord that refers to an action or a state.

Gina closed the window.
Tim loves classical music.

verb phrase A phrase that has a main verb and any
objects, adverbs, or dependent clauses that complete
the meaning of the verb in the sentence.

Who called you?
He walked slowly.
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Appendix lV: to Grammar 5enseCorrelation 1

Unit 2

using adjectives

IJsing be to define and describe

Chapter 6
Descriptive Adjectives

Chapter 1-

Simple Present Statements with Be

Ijnit 3
The simple present

Chapter !
The Simple Present

IJnit 4
Imperatives

Modals of advice, necessity, and
prohibition

Chapter 3
Imperatives

Chapter 22
Modals of Advice, l'trecessity, and

Prohibition

Unit 5
Ljsing there is/there are fo
introduce facts

Chapter 16
TLtere Is and Tl'tere Are

Unit 6
The simple past

The past continuous

Chapter 12
The Simple Past

Chapter 13
The Past Continuous
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